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Combined reflection and transmission thin-film

ellipsometry: a unified linear analysis

R. M. A. Azzam, M. Elshazly-Zaghloul, and N. M. Bashara

A scheme of combined reflection and transmission ellipsometry on light-transmitting ambient-film-sub-
strate systems is proposed and the required sample design and instrument operation are investigated. A
comparative study of the sensitivity of external and internal reflection and transmission ellipsometry is
carried out based on unified linear approximations of the exact equations. These approximations are gen-
eral in that an arbitrary initial film thickness is assumed. They are simple, because a complex sensitivity
function is introduced whose real and imaginary projections determine the psi (@) and delta (A) sensitivity
factors. Among the conclusions of this paper are the following. (1) External reflection ellipsometry near
the Brewster angle of a transparent ambient-substrate system is extremely sensitive to the presence of
very thin interfacial films. For example, films as thin as 10-5 A of gold are readily detectable on glass sub-

strates at an angle of incidence 0.30 below the Brewster angle, assuming a measuring wavelength of 5461 A
with an ellipsometer of 0.05° precision. (2) The formation of thin nonabsorbing films at the interface be-

tween transparent ambient and substrate media is not detectable, to first order, as a change in the ellipso-
metric angle Q by either internal or external reflection or transmission ellipsometry. (3) The film-detec-
tion sensitivity of transmission ellipsometry increases monotonically with angle of incidence. (4) For each

angle of external incidence there is a corresponding angle of internal incidence that leads to the same

values of the reflection and transmission sensitivity functions. These angles are interrelated by Snell's
law. (5) The ranges of validity of the linear approximation in reflection and transmission ellipsometry are
comparable. The case of total internal reflection ellipsometry may lead to strong nonlinear behavior of f
and A as functions of the film thickness in the range below 0.05 of the wavelength of light.

1. Introduction

The formation of a thin-film phase at the interface
between an ambient and a substrate can be conve-
niently monitored, in an essentially nondestructive
manner, by a light-beam probe. Several techniques
have employed this principle, such as ellipsometryl
and absolute and differential reflectance spectrosco-
py.2,3 From these techniques, we can obtain the ef-
fective optical thickness df and the effective complex
refractive index Nf = - jkf of the thin-film phase.
nf and kf are the real refractive index and extinction
coefficient of the film, respectively.

Ellipsometry is usually carried out on the reflected
wave at a given angle of incidence. The optical prop-
erties of the ambient and substrate media are gener-
ally known or can be easily measured. The quantity
measured by the ellipsometer is the ratio Rp/R =

tank exp(jA) of the complex amplitude-reflection
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coefficients Rp and Rs for light polarized with its elec-
tric vector vibrating parallel (p) and perpendicular
(s) to the plane of incidence, respectively. Measure-
ments of the ellipsometric parameters A/, the angle
whose tangent is the relative amplitude attenuation
of the p and s vibrations, and A, the difference be-
tween the phase shifts of these two vibrations in-
duced by reflection, are often adequate for the deter-
mination of the thickness df and real refractive index
nf of a nonabsorbing film. However, when the film is
absorbing, an additional measurement, for example,
of the reflectance R, transmittance T, or Q and A at
another angle of incidence, is required to determine
or overdetermine the three parameters df, n, and kf
of the film.1' 2

An interesting possibility that has received little or
no attention is that of combined ellipsometry on the
reflected and transmitted waves at a single angle of
incidence to determine df, nf, and kf. In this case,
the ambient and substrate media should be transpar-
ent and the film must be thin enough for the trans-
mitted wave to have measurable intensity. 4 Also, if
light is incident on the interface from the bulk phase
of higher refractive index, the angle of incidence
must be chosen below the critical angle of total inter-
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a

b

Fig. 1. Prism substrate for fixed-angle-of-incidence operation; (a)

external incidence and (b) internal incidence.

nal reflection; otherwise, the transmitted wave be-
comes evanescent, hence inaccessible for measure-
ment.

It is the purpose of this paper to investigate this
method of combined reflection and transmission el-
lipsometry on three-phase systems with particular
emphasis on a comparative study of the sensitivity of
the ellipsometric parameters tR,AR and ATAT that
characterize light reflection and transmission at the
interface, respectively, to the growth of an intermedi-
ate thin-film phase. Such sensitivity considerations
will be based on new linear approximations of the
exact equations of reflection and transmission ellip-
sometry that are both simple and general; the range
of validity of these approximations will also be con-
sidered. The case of vacuum deposition of dielectric,
semiconducting, and metallic films on glass sub-
strates is taken as an example.

II. Substrate-Element Design and Instrument Set-up

The transparent substrate may be shaped either as
a prism or semicylinder, dependent on whether fixed
or variable-angle-of-incidence operation is desired,
respectively. Figure 1 shows a prism substrate suit-
able for fixed-angle-of-incidence operation. Light is
incident either externally (a) or internally (b) at an
oblique angle on one planer face of the prism in con-
tact with the surrounding ambient where film forma-
tion is to take place. The light beam must enter or
leave the substrate medium at normal incidence to
the other prism faces. Figure 2 shows a semicylin-
drical substrate that can be rotated around its axis to
vary the angle of incidence. Light enters or leaves
the substrate at normal incidence to its cylindrical
surface. The active surface in this case is the planar
face of the semicylinder that is in contact with the
ambient. Light strikes this face obliquely and may
come from the ambient side (external reflection, case
a) or from the substrate side of the interface (internal

incidence, case b). The important requirements in
the design of the substrate element are (1) that it be
transparent, (2) that it exhibit the least possible re-
sidual stress birefringence, and (3) that it have such
geometry that light enters or leaves at normal inci-
dence to the nonactive surfaces that may be antire-
flection-coated. If the ambient is not the atmo-
sphere of the test site itself, the substrate element
has to be enclosed in a cell with entrance and exit op-
tical windows. In this case, the nonactive surfaces of
the substrate element can serve as entrance or exit
faces of the cell, thereby minimizing total instrument
birefringence.

Combined ellipsometry on the reflected and trans-
mitted waves may require no modification of existing
instruments. Thus, the analyzer telescope (arm) of a
conventional ellipsometer first can be set to measure
the reflected beam, then is rotated to measure the
transmitted beam. From such measurements we ob-
tain (R,AR) and (TAT) that characterize light re-
flection and transmission at the ambient-substrate
interface, respectively. Thetinstrument can be oper-
ated as a null ellipsometer, rotating-analyzer ellipso-
meter 5 -7 (RAE),' or as polarization-modulated ellip-
someter8 (PME).

When a rapid surface reaction is to be followed,
rotation of the analyzer telescope of a conventional
ellipsometer between the reflected and transmitted
beams may become unacceptably slow. Under such
conditions, it may become necessary to equip the in-
strument with a second independent analyzer tele-
scope that can also be rotated around the central axis
of the ellipsometer (Fig. 3). During a given experi-
ment, both telescopes remain fixed and the reflected
and transmitted beams are sensed simultaneously
and independently.

When this three-telescope instrument is operated
in the null mode, it is preferable to keep the elements

a

b

Fig. 2. Semicylindrical substrate for variable-angle-of-incidence

operation; (a) external incidence and (b) internal incidence.
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of the overall complex amplitude-reflection coeffi-
cients

R = [rol. + r12 , exp(-j23)]/[1 + rrM 2 , exp(-j23)], (2)

for light polarized parallel (v = p) and perpendicular
(v = s) to the plane of incidence. r 01jr 12 ( = p,s)
represent the 0-1 and 1-2 interface Fresnel reflection
coefficients for the p and s polarizations and

Fig. 3. Three-telescope ellipsometer for combined reflection and
transmission ellipsometry. L is the light source and D.P. is the

data processor. The other symbols are explained in the text.

in the incident-beam telescope stationary. This can
be achieved by use of a polarizer P in the incident-
beam telescope and fitting each of the reflected-beam
and transmitted-beam telescopes with a compensator
C and analyzer A (Fig. 3). The polarizer P is set at a
suitable fixed azimuth from the plane of incidence,
while the compensator C1 and analyzer A1 are ser-
voed to null the reflected beam9 (output of D1) and
the compensator C2 and the analyzer A2 are servoed
to null the transmitted beam (output of D2). These
nulls must be dynamically maintained as a surface
reaction evolves. From the angular null settings Clp,
Al,, we obtain OR, AR and from C2,-, A2n we obtain

O TAT.
The above null ellipsometer is uneconomical in its

use of two compensators and four servomotors to
drive C1, Al, C2, and A2. The speed of mechanical
servonulling is also limited and convergence to the
null by the compensator and analyzer is a multistep,
slow process.10 For these reasons, RAE or PME el-
lipsometers are better candidates for the present ap-
plication when compared to null ellipsometers. In
RAE, the compensators C and C2 are removed, a
compensator C may (or may not) be placed in the in-
cident-beam telescope after the polarizer, and the an-
alyzers A1 and A2 are synchronously rotated around
their respective beams. In PME, compensators C1
and C2 are also removed, a fixed piezomodulator M
driven by a high frequency oscillator is inserted in
the incident-beam telescope after the polarizer, and
the analyzers Al and A2 are set in their respective
beams at suitable fixed azimuths. The advantages of
using RAE or PME lie in the feasibility of very rapid
sequential sampling of the outputs of the two detec-
tors D1 and D2, which can be Fourier-analyzed to
yield &RA and 'TAT, respectively. On-line data re-
duction is possible by a minicomputer6-8 with input
data supplied by both the reflected-bearn and trans-
mitted-beam information channels.

Ill. Linear Approximations of the Equations of

Reflection and Transmission Ellipsometry

A. Reflection

In reflection ellipsometry on an optically isotropic
three-phase system (bulk phase 0, film phase 1, bulk
phase 2), we determine the ratiol' 2

= 27r(dl/)(N 2
- N0

2 sin2
00 )

11
/2 (3)

is the change in the temporal phase of the wave
caused by its traversal of the film (phase 1) whose
thickness is d. Lambda is the free-space wave-
length of light. No is the refractive index of phase 0
in which light is incident on the 0-1 interface at an
angle 00.

The main equation of reflection ellipsometry,
which results from combining Eqs. (1) and (2), is
rather complicated. When the thickness of the film
phase changes by a small increment in comparison
with the wavelength of light, a linear approximation
can be used with reasonable accuracy. Such approxi-
mation, valid for any optically isotropic ambient-
film-substrate system with an arbitrary initial film
thickness, will now be derived.

By taking the logarithmic differential of Eq. (1),
we obtain

6p/p = (6RIR) - (6RIR,), (4)

which states that the fractional change (p/p) of the
ellipsometric quantity p is equal to the difference be-
tween the fractional changes (MRp/Rp) and O3Rs/R) of
the complex amplitude-reflection coefficients Rp and
RS for the p and s polarizations, respectively. To de-
termine the latter fractional changes, we write Eq. (2)
as

(5)

(6)

R = NV/DP,
where

N = r0l + rl2t D = 1 + r0lr 12 ,^
and

= exp(-fj2) = exp(ydl),

y = -j(4r/X)(N 2
- N 2 sin 2p0 o)

1
/2.

The logarithmic differential of Eq. (5) is

6RV/R = N/N.) - (6D/D).

(7)

(8)

(9)

Above and throughout, all equations with v sub-
scripts should be considered applicable for both v = p
and v = s. When all differential changes are induced
by an incremental change 6t of the complex exponen-
tial function I, Eq. (7), we can rewrite Eq. (9) as

6RIR = [(1/N)(dN/d) - (/D)(dD/d4)]60. (10)

If, in turn, the increment 6t of t results from an incre-
ment 6d, of the film thickness d1 , from Eq. (7) we get

6 = -yOdj. (11)

1654 APPLIED OPTICS / Vol. 14, No. 7 / July 1975
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Substituting Eq. (11) and Eqs. (6) and their deriva-
tives

(12)dNj/d = rl2 V., dDj/d = r~lvrl2vw 

into Eq. (10), we find that

6RVjR = yd1 d1rl2v/(rOlv + r2v01

- [ro1 r12,/( + rri2v0)](6d/dj)

= Qv(5d1/dj),

where

Q = ydd1{[r12̂ /(ro01 + r r2 + r ) (
- [j,,r12,/( + r,r12Xt]}- (14)

(13)

= y{[rir2t/(rol + r2p)] - [rolpr 2p/(1 + rOlpr2 .)]

- [r128/(roj1 + rl2s)] + [r0j3rr2,/(1 + rr 2)]}- (20)
Recall that y appearing in the above equations is
given by Eq. (8).

B. Transmission

In transmission ellipsometry, we determine the
ratio

p = T T,

Equations (13) and (14) are important bec,
they relate a fractional change of film thickness (
d1) to the resulting fractional change of the ov,
(three-phase) complex amplitude-reflection co
cient'1 (R^/R) for the two fundamental polar
tions v = p and v = s through complex coupling c
ficients Q,.

In ellipsometry, we are interested in the fracti
change p/p of the ratio of reflection coefficien
that is caused by a fractional change dl/d of
thickness d1. This is obtained by substituting f
Eqs. (13) and (14) into Eq. (4)

op/p = K(6dl/d),
where

K = Q, -

= ydt{[r1 2 p/(rol + r12p)]

- [roi1 r121/(1 + rplr 2p)] - [ri2./(r01 + r 28 )]
+ [rojri2 /(1 + rOsri 28 )]}-

The quantity K, Eq. (16), is significant because ii
fines a complex sensitivity factor that couples a 
tional change of film thickness dl/d, to a cc
sponding fractional change of the ellipsometric 
of reflection coefficients bp/p, Eq. (15).

The above results are general in that the s
changes of film thickness d1 are assumed to
place in the neighborhood of an arbitrary initial v
di. Many cases of practical interest involve
growth of very thin films at the interface betwee
ambient and substrate starting from zero film ti
ness d1. In this case, we desire to relate 6R/R,
3p/p directly to 6dj, instead of bd1/dj, which becc
infinite when d1 = 0. The equations that apply v
the initial film thickness is zero can be readily
tained by setting t = 1 [from Eq. (7), t = 1 when
0] in Eqs. (13)-(16). They are listed below

l5R,/R, = y1i[ri2v/(rowV + rI2 )]

- [rovris2./(1 + roj.r12d)]6di

(21)

ause of the overall complex-amplitude transmission coeffi-
Ibd1l cients

efafill T = tOi1ti2v exp(-j3)/[1 + rvrM 2 , exp(-j2)], (22)

iza- for light polarized parallel (v = p) and perpendicular
,oef- (v = s) to the plane of incidence. t,tA 2 , (v = p,s)

represent the 0-1 and 1-2 interface transmission
onal coefficients for the p and s polarizations; the other
ts quantities are the same as defined earlier for reflec-
film tion ellipsometry. The main equation of transmis-
'rom sion ellipsometry can be obtained by combining Eqs.

(21) and (22)

(15) P = (to1 /tols)(t421/t42s)I[1 + rr 12M exp(-j23)]/

[1 + r~r 12 , exp(-j2i0)]}

(23)= M(DD),
where

M = QOLOU12PA2.) (24)

and D, (v = p,s) are the same as in Eqs. (6). By tak-
ing the logarithmic differential of Eq. (23), we obtain

6p/p = (I/M) + (6D/D3) - (p/D ). (25)

If all differential changes arise from changes of film
thickness alone, 3M/M = 0, and Eq. (25) simplifies to

6p/p = (6D5/Ds) - (6DpID,)

= [(1/D)(dD/d) - (1/Dp)(dD/dg)16. (26)

6t is the differential change of the complex exponen-
tial function , Eq. (7), that corresponds to a change
of film thickness d1 . If we substitute D, and their
derivatives dD/dt (v = p,s) from Eqs. (6) and (12),
respectively, and 6t from Eq. (11) into Eq. (26), we
get

6p/p_ -di{frOpr12p/( + olpri2pt)

- [riri28/(1 + rojstr2,X]}(6dj/dj),

= K(6d,/dl), (27)

where

= QV6dj,

Q = y[ri 2V/(ro1 + 121)]

- [rt1.vrl2v/t + rjlvri2.v)1T

6p/p = K6d,

K = - 9,,

(17) K = -ydj1 {[ro 1 pr12 P/(1 + rojpr12P0)l

- [rOlrl2,/(1 + rr1 2XT)]}. (28)

(18) Equation (27) shows that K of Eq. (28) defines a
complex sensitivity factor that couples a fractional

(19) change of film thickness dl/d, to a corresponding
fractional change p/p of the ellipsometric ratio of
transmission coefficients. Equations (27) and (28)
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apply when film-thickness changes 3d, occur around
an arbitrary initial value dl. For film growth start-
ing from zero thickness, we set t = 1 in Eq. (27)

6p/p = -y rO1r12 /( + o12p)]

- [roisri 2 (1 + rr1 2,)]}6di,
= K6di, (29)

where

K = -y{[roipr 12P/(1 + rlpr 2p)]

- [roissr 2./(1 + roisri2s)]}, (30)

and y is given by Eq. (8).

C. 4' and A Sensitivity Factors

Instead of the fractional change 3p/p of the ratio of
reflection or transmission coefficients, it is usually
more convenient to deal with the corresponding
changes hi and 3A of the ellipsometric angles A and
A. By taking the logarithmic differential of

p = tang exp(j ), (31)

we obtain

6p/p = (264/sin2o) + j6A, (32)

q/0 ,A0 are the ellipsometric angles that correspond to
an arbitrary initial film thickness d, and , A are the
same quantities when d = 0 (i.e., the parameters
characteristic of the film-free ambient-substrate in-
terface). Equations (31)-(39) are the same for both
reflection and transmission ellipsometry. ST1,R,ST
and SR,SAT are psi and delta sensitivity factors'2

that determine the extent to which small changes of
thickness of the film phase influence the ellipse of
polarization of the reflected and transmitted light
beams. These quantities are therefore of prime im-
portance and their magnitudes and behavior with
angle of incidence are of great interest. If the com-
plex sensitivity factors K and K are expressed in
terms of their magnitudes and angles

K = K exp(jO), K = K exp(jo), (40)

the psi and delta sensitivity factors of Eqs. (38) and
(39) become

S = (180/ir)('/ 2 sin2p0)IK cosO,

S = (180/7T)IK! sino,

and

S = (180/1T)(/2 sin2) KI cosO,

S = (18o/017)KI sini,

(41a)

(41b)

(42a)

(42b)

so that

6zP = (/2 sin2o) Re(6p/p), (33a)

6A = Im(6p/p). (33b)

Re(X) and Im(X) denote the real and imaginary
parts of X. When p/p is caused by a fractional
change of film thickness dl/dl, we can rewrite Eqs.
(33) as

= [(/2 sin2o) Re(K)](6dl/di), (34a)

6A = [Im(K)](6d 1/d 1 ), (34b)

for an arbitrary initial film thickness dl, or as

60 = [(/2 sin2T) Re(R)]6d, (35a)

6A = [Im(R)]6d,, (35b)

for zero initial film thickness. Equations (34) and
(35) are obtained by substituting p/p from Eq. (15)
[or Eq. (19)] and Eq. (27) [or Eq. (29)] into Eqs. (33),
respectively. Cast somewhat differently, Eqs. (34)
and (35) read

= o + S(6dl/d), (36a)

= Ao + S(6dl/dl), (36b)
and

= $ + S06d1 , (37a)

A = A + SA6dl, (37b)

where
S= (1/2 sin2o 0 ) Re(K), (38a)

Si = Im(K), (38b)

S= (1/2 sin2P) Re(R), (39a)

S = Im(K). (39b)

respectively, in units of degrees per angstrom. For
reflection ellipsometry, the complex sensitivity fac-
tors I1 exp(jO), 11 exp(jO) that appear in Eqs. (41)
and (42) are given by Eqs. (16) and (20), whereas for
transmission ellipsometry, they are given by Eqs.
(28) and (30).

The analysis presented in this section provides a
unified treatment of the theory of linear approxima-
tion for reflection and transmission ellipsometry.
The linear approximation of the equation of reflec-
tion ellipsometry differs from previous work'3-20 in
that an arbitrary initial nonzero film thickness is as-
sumed. It is less complicated, because it starts with
the fractional change of the ellipsometric ratio p/p
and relates it to the fractional change of film thick-
ness 3dljdl through complex sensitivity factors K and
K. By leaving the complex sensitivity factors K and
K expressed in terms of the interface Fresnel coeffi-
cients [Eqs. (16), (20), (28), and (30)], rather than the
optical properties of the three media, considerable
complexity is avoided and with it the possibility of
erroneous results.2' Furthermore, we have seen that
the psi and delta sensitivity factors So and SA are
proportional to the projections (I1 cosO, IN sinG) of
the complex sensitivity factor K on the real and
imaginary axes respectively, Eqs. (41) and (42).

In the following section, we apply the results of
this theory to a comparative study of the sensitivity
of reflection and transmission ellipsometry, taking as
an example the vacuum deposition of MgF2 , Si, and
Au films (which cover the range from nonabsorbing
to highly absorbing materials) on glass substrates.
The bulk optical constants of these materials will be
assumed even when the film thickness is in the ang-
strom and subangstrom range.

1656 APPLIED OPTICS / Vol. 14, No. 7 / July 1975



,, 60 90 90 60 go 0 30 

MgF2 Si Au

Fig. 4. Dependence of the magnitude jkR and angle OR of the
complex sensitivity function KR on the angle of incidence 0 for ex-

ternal reflection ellipsometry. In this and the subsequent figures
jR1 is in reciprocal angstroms and and are in degrees. Left:

air-MgF2-glass; middle: air-Si-glass; right: air-Au-glass.

IV. Applications

We have computed the complex sensitivity factor
K [=I1 exp(jO)], and the real psi and delta sensitivi-
ty factors So and SA for the reflected and transmitted
waves as functions of angle of incidence in case of
film formation at an air (vacuum)-glass interface.
The results obtained should be particularly useful,
for example, to those interested in following the early
stages of film growth on glass substrates (N = 1.5) by
deposition of material from a vapor stream under
vacuum (N = 1). It is assumed that the combined
reflection and transmission ellipsometry technique
proposed in this paper will be used. As a representa-
tive sample of film materials, we have chosen a di-
electric [magnesium fluoride (MgF2), N = 1.38], a
semiconductor [silicon (Si), N = 4.05 - j0.028], and a
metal [gold (Au), N = 0.35 - j2.45]. The wavelength
of the ellipsometer light beam used is that of the
mercury green line at 5461 A. The refractive indices
N quoted above correspond to this wavelength.
Both cases of external and internal incidence will be
considered.

A. External Incidence

Light is incident from air(vacuum) on a film-cov-
ered glass substrate. Both the reflected and trans-
mitted waves are monitored.

1. Reflection Ellipsometry
The magnitudeRRI and angle OR of the complex

sensitivity factor KR are plotted vs the angle of inci-

dence 0 in Fig. 4 for the MgF2 , Si, and Au films. The
most important features of these curves are the fol-
lowing.

(a) The magnitude IRI of the complex sensitivi-
ty factor KR goes through a peak of infinite height at
the Brewster angle of the air-glass interface

'B102(air-glass) = tan t
(NgIas/Nair)

= tan'1.5 = 56.310. (43)

This is true for all film materials and can be proved
analytically as follows. At zero film thickness (d, =
0, fi = 0), Eq. (2) reduces to the identity

Rv = O2v = ( + l2v)/( + rO1vXr2 ), (V = ps), (44)

where r02V are the Fresnel reflection coefficients for
medium 0-medium 2 interface. For parallel-polar-
ized light (v = p) at the Brewster angle OB02, r2p = 0,

hence, from Eq. (44),

rolp + r2p = 0 at = 0102- (45)

If we substitute ro1p + r12 j = 0, the first term in the
expression of KR [Eq. (20)] becomes infinite.

(b) The angle OR of the complex sensitivity factor
KR stays essentially constant near +7r/2 as the angle
of incidence 0 is increased from zero to B02, experi-
ences a discontinuous jump of r at 'kB02, then stays
essentially constant again near Fir/2 between B02

and 900. OR is exactly constant and equal to -7r/2 (O
< '0 < Bo2) or +sir/2 (Bo2 < < 900) only when the
film is nonabsorbing, as in the case of the MgF2 film
(Fig. 4). This can be seen as follows. When the
three phases are transparent, all interface Fresnel re-
flection coefficients that appear in Eq. (20) become
real. Thus the angle of KR is that of y (except for an
uncertainty of ±wx). From Eq. (8), we see that -y is
pure imaginary when N, is real, that is, when the film
is nonabsorbing. Thus, OR is either r/2 or -7r/2.
The extent to which OR stays constant near d-7r/2 de-
pends on the amount of film absorption. This can be
seen by comparing the cases of Si and Au films (Fig.
4).

(c) Although the functional dependence of IRRI
on 0 is more or less the same for the three films con-
sidered (MgF2 , Si, and Au), values of IRI are quite
different for the three films. By detuning the angle
of incidence by 0.31° below the Brewster angle OB02
(i.e., at'0 = 560), we obtain the values of IKRI given in
Table I. From Table I, notice that the overall sensi-

Table I. External-incidence Sensitivity Factorsa

Reflection (R), = 56° Transmission (T), j = 90°

MgF2 Si Au MgF2 Si Au

JRI (rad/X) 0.015 1.301 734.60 !KTI (rad/A) 1.6 X 1-4 1.368 X 7.724 X
10-2 10-3

jR (deg) 90 89.030 -73.065 OT (deg) -90 89.0303 -73.0728
Sate (deg/A) -0.872 74.544 -4026.0 SAT (deg/A) -0.009 0.785 -0.423
SaR (deg/A) 0 0.011 0.104 SPT (deg/A) 0 0.006 0.059

a The complex sensitivity factor K = exp (jj) and the real psi and delta sensitivity factors SI and Si determine the effect of the
formation of a thin-film phase of thickness Ad, at the interface between a transparent substrate and a transparent ambient on the ratio of
reflection coefficients p and the ellipsometric parameters k and A, according to ap/p = Kid, if = Sd,, SA = Sdl, respectively.
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Fig. 5. Angle-of-incidence dependence of the psi and delta sensi-
tivity functions SIR and SR for external reflection ellipsometry.
In this and the subsequent figures ,O and SA are in units of de-
grees per angstrom. Left: air-MgF2-glass; middle: air-Si-glass;

right: air-Au-glass.

tivity of the polarization ellipse of the externally re-
flected wave to the growth of thin films at the air-
glass interface is highest for metallic films (Au), fol-
lowed by semiconducting films (Si), then by dielec-
tric films (MgF2). It is interesting to note that the
sensitivity factor RR| covers a span of five decades
(ratio of highest to lowest sensitivities is _105) for
the range of film materials assumed in the present
study. The angles OR that correspond to I kR are also
given in Table I.

The psi and delta sensitivity factors 8 1!R and SAlR
are obtained from the complex sensitivity factor KR
by Eqs. (42). They are plotted in Fig. 5. The promi-
nent characteristics of those curves are explained
below.

(a) From Eq. (42b), we see that the delta sensitiv-
ity factor SR is obtained by multiplying IRI by
sinOR and a constant factor 180/7r that is required to
convert SAŽR to units of degrees per angstrom. Be-
cause OR stays essentially constant except for a
change of r at the Brewster angle Bo2, SAR has the
same behavior as L1 KR in the range 0 < 0 < B02,
and as I:FIKRI in the range Bo2 < 0 < 900. Therefore,
the delta sensitivity factor SR first increases (de-
creases) rapidly from zero to +o (-a) as the angle of
incidence ' is increased from zero (normal incidence)
to the Brewster angle 'k02, then it experiences a dis-
continuous jump to - (+c) at 'k02, and finally it
increases (decreases) from - (+ c) to zero at 0 con-
tinues to increase from 'B02 to 900 (grazing inci-
dence). This behavior is the same for all films but
again the values of SAŽR are different. At = 560
(0.310 below the Brewster angle), the delta sensitivity
factors are also given in Table I. Positive and nega-
tive SAR indicate that A increases or decreases, re-
spectively, with increase of thickness of the thin-film
phase, starting from the film-free substrate value A.
The values of the delta sensitivity factor in Table I
are very impressive. If the least detectable change of
A is taken conservatively to be equal 0.050, we reach
the very interesting conclusion that films as thin as
0.1 A of MgF 2 , 10-3 A of Si, and 10-5 A of Au depos-
ited on glass are easily measurable by external reflec-
tion ellipsometry near the Brewster angle. Notice

that even higher sensitivities are attainable by detun-
ing the angle of incidence by smaller amounts around
the Brewster angle (less than 0.30). We believe that
the present possibility that ellipsometry is sensitive
enough to detect a 10-5 A effective thickness of a film
has not been reported in the literature. Of course,
when we talk about subangstrom film thicknesses, we
have to think of a sparse distribution of atoms or
molecules (a submonolayer) sticking (adsorbed) to
the substrate.

(b) From Eq. (42a), SpR is obtained by multiply-
ing I RRI by three factors F = cosOR, F 2 = 1½ sin24R,
and F 3 = 180/ir,

SOR = FIF2F3lI I - (46)

The first of the three factors F1 = cosOR is identically
zero for all transparent films, because OR = 1r/2.
(See the discussion on OR of Fig. 4.) Therefore,

SOR = 0 atO ' ¢ ' 90°, (47)

for all transparent films (see Fig. 4 for MgF 2). Thus,
to first order, the ellipsometric parameter 4 R is insen-
sitive to the presence of a transparent thin-film
phase between transparent ambient and substrate
media. This is in agreement with the fact that the
reflectances Rp = I Rp 2 and R. = I RS2 are insensitive,
to first order, to the presence of transparent thin-film
phases between transparent ambient and substrate
media3 and that = tan-1 (Rp/R,) . When the
film is absorbing, OR is nearly a constant that is close,
but not equal, to +t7r/2 (Fig. 4). Therefore, cosOR is a
small nonzero quantity that stays fairly unchanged
with angle-of-incidence variations except that it
switches sign at the Brewster angle. The second fac-
tor, F2 = /2 sin24R, is a function of the angle of inci-
dence 0. It decreases from a maximum value of at
' 0 (A'R = 7r/4) to zero at 0 = B02 ('k = 0), then in-
creases again to /2 at 0 = 90 (PR = r1/4). Notice that
the product F21AR becomes 0 X at the Brewster
angle. It can be shown that this indeterminate prod-
uct is actually zero, so that

SR = 0 at = B02 (48)

for any absorbing film. Because S,/R is zero also at'k
= 0 and 0 = 90° and changes sign at 0 = 'k02, it must
show a minimum (maximum) in the interval 0 <'k <
'B02 and a maximum (minimum) in the interval OB02
< 0 < 90°. Because of the behavior of 1AKRI (Fig. 4),
the angle of incidence at which SR is maximum or
minimum should be close to the Brewster angle 'k02.
The cases of MgF2 , Si, and Au films are shown in Fig.
5. The psi sensitivity factors at 'k = 560 are again
given in Table I. These psi sensitivity factors are
several (approximately four) orders of magnitude
smaller than the corresponding delta sensitivity fac-
tors (Table I). We have already attributed this to
the two terms cosOR and 1/2 sin24, each of which can
become very small. In spite of this, very thin absorb-
ing films (e.g., Si and Au) of thicknesses of about 1 A
are detectable in changes of the ellipsometric param-
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Fig. 6. Angle-of-incidence dependence of the magnitude IKA and

angle T of the complex sensitivity function KT for external-inci-
dence transmission ellipsometry. Left: air-MgF 2 -glass; middle:

air-Si-glass; right: air-Au-glass.

eter 4R by use of instruments with precision that ex-
ceeds 0.010.

2. Transmission Ellipsometry2 2

The magnitudejIKd and angle OT of the complex
sensitivity factor KT are plotted vs angle of incidence
' in Fig. 6 for the MgF2 , Si, and Au films. The most
important features of these curves are the following.

(a) The magnitude IKRd of the complex sensitivi-
ty factor KT increases monotonically as a function of
angle of incidence with no structure in the neighbor-
hood of the Brewster angle of reflection 'B02. This is
true for all film materials. Maximum sensitivity oc-
curs at grazing incidence ('0 = 90°), with values given
in Table I. From Table I it can be seen that the el-
lipse of polarization of the transmitted wave is one or

two orders of magnitude less sensitive to the growth
of transparent (MgF2) films than to the growth of ab-
sorbing metallic (Au) or semiconducting (Si) films.
Also, by comparing the values of jR with those of

I KR in Table I (the latter values pertain to the re-
flected wave near the Brewster angle), we see that
transmission ellipsometry is about three to five or-
ders of magnitude less sensitive to film growth than
reflection ellipsometry for the same ambient-film-
substrate systems.

(b) The angle OT of the complex sensitivity factor
KT stays exactly constant at --7r/2 for the MgF2 film
(Fig. 6) and for other transparent films. It is essen-
tially constant near -7r/2 for the Si and Au films (Fig.
6) and for other absorbing films. In contrast with OR

in reflection, OT does not experience any discontinu-
ity at the Brewster angle or any other angle of inci-
dence. That OT = -7r/2 for transparent films can be
seen from Eqs. (8) and (30). When the three media
are assumed to be transparent, all interface Fresnel
reflection coefficients are real and the angle of RT in
Eq. (30) becomes equal to that of oy. From Eq. (8), in

turn, y is pure imaginary when N, is real; therefore
OT = -r/2. The values of OT at'0 = 900 are listed in
Table I.

The psi and delta sensitivity factors SAT and SAT

for transmission ellipsometry are obtained from KT
by Eqs. (42). They are plotted in Fig. 7 for the

MgF2 , Si, and Au films. The salient characteristics
of these curves are as follows.

(a) Because SATaiK sinOT, Eq. (42b), and OT are
essentially (exactly for the MgF2 film) constant, SAT
has the same form as IK when plotted as a function
of the angle of incidence 0. I SAid increases monoton-
ically with to a maximum value at = 900 (grazing
incidence), given in Table I. The transmission sensi-
tivities that appear in Table I are very significant, al-
though they are three to five orders of magnitude
smaller than the corresponding reflection sensitivi-
ties that appear in the same table. They show that
the growth of very thin films (down to 0.1 A for Si
and Au) is quite measurable by monitoring the ellip-
sometric parameter AT of the transmitted wave.

(b) Because STa(sin2'T) cosOT, Eq. (42a), we
have

SIT = at ' 0 90°, (49)

when OT = ±90, i.e., for all transparent films. There-
fore, we conclude that the growth of very thin films
in an all transparent three-phase systems is not ob-
servable, to first order, in changes of the ellipsome-
tric parameter VIT. T, the bare substrate value of
ApT, decreases monotonically but gently as a function
of the angle of incidence between 0 = 0 and 0 = 90°.
The increase of Kcd with , however, is more rapid,
with the result that IS~d increases monotonically
with angle of incidence. The maximum values of SOT

occur at grazing incidence and are given in Table I.
These values are not significantly different from
those obtained in reflection ellipsometry near the
Brewster angle. The transmission psi sensitivity fac-
tors are large enough to make 1-A absorbing films de-
tectable by transmission ellipsometry, using an in-
strument with -0.005° precision.

B. Internal Incidence

It is important to examine how the ellipsometric
ratios PR = tan4'R expjAR) and PT = tan4T exp(JAT),

as well as the complex sensitivity functions KR and
KT that describe light reflection (R) and transmis-
sion (T), are affected when the direction of wave
propagation is reversed, so that incidence takes place

`kT S.*T 'AT

-AT T*S -10
3

,03

'l, air0
4

a

0~~~~~~~5
TAT

-300

25 54T, 25-

-00

30 SS60 90 0 304,660 90 0 30 60 90

MF, Si Au

Fig. 7. Angle-of-incidence dependence of the psi and delta sensi-

tivity functions S4,T and SA for external-incidence transmission'

ellipsornetry. Left: air-MgF 2-glass; middle: air-Si-glass; right:
air-Au-glass.
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Table II. Transformation Relationships Between External and Internal Incidence

Reflection Transmission

Quantity External Internal External Internal Remarks

Complex amplitude-reflection R,- R, OPT, =(1 - r 1,
2)(1 -r 2,

2)]/
or transmission coefficient tOD4U,

for p polarization

Complex amplitude-reflection R. - R, T, a.T v pS
or transmission coefficient
for s polarization

Ellipsometric ratios p PR PR PT (ap/as)PT PR = RpIR.
PT = TT.

Complex sensitivity functions KR KR KT KT ad is the thickness of the thin
film

from the glass side instead of the air side of the glass-
film-air interface. It can be shown that the interface
Fresnel reflection r and transmission t coefficients
transform upon a reversal of the direction of propa-
gation to r' and t' such that

r' =-r
t=(1,2 )/ t. (50)

The law of transformation of the three-phase reflec-
tion (Rp,,R3') and transmission (Tp, Ts) coefficients
and that of the ellipsometric ratios PR', PT' and the
complex sensitivity functions KR', KT' can be ob-
tained by substituting Eqs. (50) into Eqs. (2) and
(22), Eqs. (1) and (21), and Eqs. (20) and (28), re-
spectively. The results are summarized in Table II.
From this table, we see that when the direction of
propagation is reversed, the ellipsometric ratio of re-
flection coefficients PR' and the complex reflection
and transmission sensitivity factors KR' and KRT stay
the same, whereas the ellipsometric ratio of transmis-
sion coefficients PT' is changed. Alternatively, we
can say that for each angle of external incidence 00,
there is a corresponding angle of internal incidence
02 that leads to the same ratio of reflection coeffi-
cients PR and the same ellipsometric sensitivities KR
and KT in reflection and transmission; these two an-
gles are related to each other by Snell's law

No sin 0 = N2 sink 2 , N > N 1.

In the light of the above discussion, we need only
emphasize the main differences between internal and
external incidence and reflection and transmission
ellipsometry.

1. Reflection Ellipsometry 23

Figure 8 shows the sensitivity functions I R' I, R',
and GS0tR', See), respectively, for the glass-Si-air sys-
tem. Other film materials (MgF2 and Au) lead to the
same behavior, only the magnitudes are different.
For the MgF2 film (and any other transparent film as
well), SR' = 0, i.e., transparent film formation does
not produce changes in R' in internal reflection to
first order. A similar conclusion was encountered
earlier for external reflection. Notice that I KR I and
ISER' I become infinitely large at the Brewster angle of
internal incidence

(PB20 = tan-1
(NO/N2 )

= 900 - tan-(N 2 /N 0 )

= 90 - B02
= 33.69°,

and that OR' experiences a discontinuity at that angle.
Very high sensitivities are attainable near B20 in in-
ternal incidence as they were realizable near B02 in
external incidence.

(51)

The opposite of the above statement is not true. For
each angle of internal incidence 02 there may or may
not be a corresponding angle of external incidence 00
such that PR, KR, and KT' are the same. The reason
is that total reflection occurs when the angle of inter-
nal incidence '02 exceeds the critical angle

OC20 = sin- (NO/N2),
= sin-'(0.6667) = 41.820, (52)

for the glass-air interface. At the critical angle, the
transmitted wave in air grazes parallel to the glass-
air interface. For all angles '02 > C20 the transmit-
ted wave becomes evanescent, hence inaccessible for
ellipsometry. This is a situation that could not be
reproduced at any angle of external incidence.

Fig. 8. Angle-of-incidence dependence of the magnitude IRIand
angle OR' of the complex sensitivity function KR and of the psi and
delta sensitivity functions R' and S&R, for internal reflection el-

lipsometry. Glass-Si-air.
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Fig. 9. Angle-of-incidence dependence of the magnitude IKA

and angle OT7 of the complex sensitivity function Kr and of the psi

and delta sensitivity functions S4, r and SAT' for internal-incidence
transmission ellipsometry. Glass-Au-air.

One interesting observation that can be made from
Fig. 8 (as well as from the corresponding figures for

the MgF 2 and Au films, which are not shown here for

sake of brevity) is that no structure exists in any of
the three ellipsometric sensitivity functions
JR] ,SpR,, and SAR? at or near the angle of total inter-
nal reflection. The only angle of importance in in-
ternal-reflection ellipsometry is the Brewster angle

B20, Eq. (53).

2. Transmission Ellipsometry
The sensitivity functions [T, S[T', and SAT' in in-

ternal-transmission ellipsometry for a glass-Au-air
system are shown in Fig. 9. It is evident that the be-
havior of such functions in the internal 0 < k < 'kc20

is a compressed version of the behavior of the same

quantities in external transmission over the extended
interval 0 < 0 • 90°. These features also apply to
other films (MgF 2 , Si). Maximum sensitivities in in-
ternal transmission occur at the critical angle ('kc20 =

41.8160). They are equal to the external-transmis-
sion sensitivities at grazing incidence. These conclu-
sions are corollaries of the relationship that we
proved earlier connecting internal and external inci-
dence. When the angle of incidence is greater than
the critical angle, the transmitted wave is evanescent.
In Fig. 9, portions of the curves over the interval 'c20

< 0 < 900 are shown as dashed lines. They may be
considered as analytical continuation of the sensitivi-
ty functions in this evanescent-wave domain.

C. Validity of the Linear Approximations

Because the sensitivity considerations that we have
discussed so far are based on linear approximations
of the exact equations of reflection [Eqs. (1) and (2)]
and transmission [Eq. (23)] ellipsometry, it is impor-
tant to examine the range of thickness values over
which such approximations are of acceptable accura-
cy. We have computed curves for A' and A as func-
tions of film thickness in the range 0-300 A based on
the exact equations of ellipsometry. These curves
are compared with straight lines drawn through the
point 4',A, which characterizes the film-free ambient-

substrate interface, with slopes given by the psi and
sensitivity factors Sp and SA, respectively.

The case of external reflection near the Brewster
angle for an air-MgF 2-glass system is shown in Fig.
10. Because SpR = 0 for transparent films [Eq. (47)],
ApR increases parabolically with thickness. This re-
stricts the linear range for A to subangstrom thick-
nesses near the minimum of the parabola. The line-
arity of AR holds for thicknesses up to 30 A. The
case of external transmission at'0 = 750, which repre-
sents a compromise between high sensitivity near
grazing incidence and experimental convenience, for
the same system, is also shown in Fig. 10. Because
SOT = 0 for transparent films, IPT is again a parabolic
function of film thickness. The linearity ranges for
4'T and AT are less than 5 A in this case.

Figure 11 (left) shows the results for external re-
flection at X = 750 for the air-Si-glass system. The
linear ranges for ,6 and A are about 1 A and 10 A, re-
spectively. Transmission ellipsometry on the same
system at the same angle of incidence, Fig. 11 (right),
indicates that the linear approximations of AT and
AT are valid over thickness ranges of 2 A and 20 A,
respectively.

Results for external reflection and transmission
from the air-Au-glass system at'k = 750 are shown in

-AR ~~R ~

20 ' X +f ~~~~~~~AT
2.0 160

1.5. -' 140 5! 

0

1.0 \ 120 \A R ~~~\ 'T -.5
7r" - ~ 100 50 \ 

100 200 300 100 200 300
D D

Fig. 10. Dependence of the ellipsometric angles psi () and delta

(A) on the film thickness D (= dj) for the air-MgF2-glass system.
In this and the subsequent figures , and A are in degrees. D is in
angstroms. Left: external-reflection ellipsometry; right: exter-

nal-incidence transmission ellipsometry.

Fig. 11. Thickness dependence of psi and delta for the air-Si-

glass system. Left: external-reflection ellipsometry; right: ex-
ternal-incidence transmission ellipsometry.
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Fig. 12. Thickness dependence of psi and delta for the air-Au-
glass system. Left: external-reflection ellipsometry; right: ex-

ternal-incidence transmission ellipsometry.

Fig. 12. Notice that VIT is obtained from the linear
approximation for thicknesses up to about 140 A.

Examples of total internal reflection ellipsometry
are shown in Fig. 13 for the glass-Si-air (right) and
glass-Au-air (left) systems, respectively, at = 75°.
The maximum thicknesses for linearity of and A
are about 10-20 A. In Fig. 13 (left), it is interesting
to observe the considerable structure in the curves in
the thickness range 0-300 A for Au. This is not
unexpected, because of the strong influence that the
film exerts on the evanescent wave, which has a spa-
tial extent of the same order of magnitude as the film
thickness.

The above examples show that the linear approxi-
mations in external and internal reflection and trans-
mission ellipsometry are generally applicable for the
growth of very thin films (-10 A) and are sometimes
further limited to submonolayer coverage (-1 A).
This is a range of thickness of considerable interest
for the application of ellipsometry to the detection of
extremely small amounts of adsorbed atomic or mo-
lecular species at interfaces. An obvious conclusion
to reach from the above examples is that the range of
validity of the linear approximation is quite depen-
dent on the particular system under consideration.

One important consideration in the experimental
application of the above results is the substrate
roughness. However, it has been shown experimen-
tally that ellipsometry gives valid results for sparse
coverage on smooth surfaces.24 25 Moderate surface
roughness, such as that resulting from mildly etched
surfaces, may be tolerated if zone averaging is used.26

V. Conclusions

The important conclusions of this paper are sum-
marized below.

1. A scheme of combined reflection and transmis-
sion ellipsometry on light-transmitting ambient-
film-substrate systems is proposed. Sample design
and instrument operation that are required for this
technique are investigated in Sec. II.

2. A comparative study of sensitivity of reflection
and transmission ellipsometry is carried out based on
a unified analysis of the linear approximation of the

exact equations in Sec. III. These linear approxima-
tions are general in that an arbitrary initial film
thickness is assumed. They are also simple because
a complex sensitivity function K is used. The real
and imaginary projections of this function give the
psi () and delta (A) sensitivity factors, respectively.
By leaving K expressed in terms of the interface
Fresnel reflection coefficients instead of the optical
constants of the three media, unnecessary complexity
and erroneous results are avoided.

3. External reflection ellipsometry near the
Brewster angle of a transparent ambient-substrate
system is extremely sensitive to the presence of very
thin films at the interface. By detuning the angle of
incidence by 0.30 below the Brewster angle of an air-
glass interface, films as thin as 0.1 A of MgF2 , 10-3 A
of Si, and 10-5 A of Au deposited on glass are readily
detectable by an ellipsometer with 0.05° precision
(Sec. IV). These subangstrom films would represent
sparse distributions of atoms or molecules at the in-
terface.

4. In internal and external reflection and trans-
mission ellipsometry on an all-transparent three-
phase system, the formation of a nonabsorbing thin
film is not detectable, to first order, as a change in
the ellipsometric parameter . In this case, the psi
sensitivity functions SR and ST are identically zero
at all angles of incidence.

5. The detection sensitivity of thin films by
transmission ellipsometry increases monotonically
with angle of incidence to reach a maximum value at
external grazing incidence and at the critical angle of
total internal reflection. The absolute delta sensitiv-
ity values I SAnd of transmission ellipsometry are large
enough to make absorbing films that are as thin as
0.1 A readily measurable. Film thickness must ex-
ceed -1 A for detectability as a change of .

6. For each angle of external incidence, there is a
corresponding angle of internal incidence that leads
to the same ratio of reflection coefficientsPR and the
same ellipsometric sensitivities R and KT. These
angles are interrelated by Snell's law. The ratio of
transmission coefficients PT is changed upon reversal
of the direction of light propagation.

100 D20
Au Si

Fig. 13. Thickness dependence of the psi and delta for the glass-
Au-air system (left) and the glass-Si-air system (right) in total-

internal-reflection ellipsometry.
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7. The ranges of validity of the linear approxima-
tion in reflection and transmission ellipsometry are
comparable. Such ranges may be as small as 1 A and

as large as 150 A. Usually, the linear range for 4 is
more restricted than that for A. The case of total in-
ternal reflection ellipsometry leads to very strong
nonlinear behavior of 4'R and AR as functions of film

thicknesses, in the range below 0.05 of the wave-
length of light.
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The new high-performance tubular solar collector developed by

corning Glass ciorks incorporates a selectively coated flat

absorber plate housed within a highly evacuated glass tube. The

individual collector tubes are mounted in modules of from six

(as shown) to ten tubes. Corning said it has begun manufacture of

the collector in limited quantities for experimental and

demonstration purposes. The firm is now cooperating in the

planning of both large and small solar projects which will

require delivery of collectors beginning in mid-1975.
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